LAO PDR – DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION PLATFORM
Geographic Information for development planning
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Glossary
AoI (Area of interest) - A user-defined geographic area that defines the focus area for analysis.

Attribute table - is a statistical table containing information about a set of geographic features,
usually arranged so that each row represents a geographic feature and each column represents one
feature attribute. In a GIS, attribute tables are often joined or related to spatial data layers, and the
attribute values they contain can be used to find, query, and symbolize features.

Layer - The digital dataset of geographic information. Conceptually, a layer is a slice of the
geographic reality in a particular area. On a thematic map, roads, political boundaries, and rivers, for
example, might be considered different layers.

Legend is the description of the types of features included in a map. Legends typically use symbols,
colors and features from the map with a written description of what each symbol, color, or graphic
represents.

Map extent defines the limit of the geographic area shown on a map, usually defined by a rectangle.

Metadata is information about data. Metadata records document the who, what, when, where,
how, and why of a data resource. Geospatial metadata describes map layers, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) files, imagery, and other location-based data resources.

Shapefile - A vector data format for storing the location, shape, and attributes of geographic
features. A shapefile is stored in a set of related files and contains one feature class (points, lines, or
polygons).

Symbology - The application of graphic symbols - varied by color, size, and other properties - to
represent geographic features on a map.

Raster data - Rasters are spatial data models that define space as an array of equally sized cells,
arranged in rows and columns, and composed of single or multiple bands. Satellite imagery is an
example.

Vector data - A coordinate-based data model that represents geographic features as points, lines,
and polygons. Shapefile is an example.
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1 Map explorer

The Map explorer is an interactive online mapping tool that allows users to browse and explore the
geographic distribution of a wide range of thematic data, and download individual data layers for
offline use.

1.1 Overview of windows
The Map explorer consists of three main windows: the Data selection and management window (1),
the Map data viewer (2), and the Legend window (3):

1= Data selection and management 2= Map data viewer 3= Legend

1.2 Data selection and management
In the Data selection and management window the geographic data can be searched, selected and
managed.
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1.2.1 Data selection window
Data selection window allows the user to browse through and select geographic data layers from a
wide range of thematic fields, arranged by topics and in some cases datasets and year of data
production. Additionally, external user-specific geographic data can be added (External data).
The Data selection window is arranged in four
parts – the tabs in the top row to switch between
different data types, sources, and functionalities
(1), the data categories in the second row (2), and
the dataset selection in the main window area (3),
as well as the data management section accessible
through the “layers” button at the bottom right of
the window (4).

1= Data types and sources: Thematic data,
Contexts layers, Search datasets, and External data

2= Data categories:
e.g. Thematic data: includes data about Socioeconomy, Agriculture, Land management,
Environment, and Others
3= Datasets: by clicking on one of the blue arrows,
sub-categories or sets of geographic data layers
become visible and selectable
4= Layer management: Via this button, users can access a sub-window to manage active layers.
1.2.1.1 Data types and sources
In the top row of the Data selection and management window, users can switch between different
data types sources and functionalities by selecting one of the four tabs. In the “Thematic data” tab,
geographic data layers from a wide range of different sources and on a wide range of topics are
available. In the “Context layers” tab, auxiliary overlay data such as boundaries, town locations,
roads network information are available, as well as a set of different base maps as backgrounds. The
“Search datasets” tab provides functionalities to search for data by keywords, while in the “External
data” tab, users can link in external data from other sources and services, either via a map service
URL or by uploading individual datasets.

1.2.1.2 Thematic data
Under the “Thematic data“ tab, geographic data on a wide range topics is organized in five different
thematic sections: Socio-economic, Agriculture, Land management, Environment, and ‘Others’
topics:
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Socio-economic: In this section data related to socio-economic characteristics of the
population are available. Currently, most of the data is based on the results of the national
Population and Housing Censuses of 2005 and 2015, and includes also information on calculated
changes between 2005 and 2015. Furthermore, information on estimates of poverty and inequality
are available for 2005 and 2015, as well as respective changes between 2005 and 2015.
Agriculture: In this section, information about agricultural aspects are available.
Currently, the available information is based on the results of the Agricultural Census of 2011.
Land management: In this section, data broadly related to land management are
available, including data on the national Forest management categories, Conservation Zones, Land
use planning, Land concessions, Energy, and SEZ (Special Economic Zones).
Environment: This section includes data on environmental aspects, including data
about Land cover, Conservation zones, Wetlands, Rivers and lakes, Topography, Soil, Climate, and
Disasters and fire.
Others: In this section, data on other topics that do not fit into the above described
categories are available, including data about Official development cooperation, Public & private
businesses, and UXO.

1= Data types and sources: Thematic data
2= Thematic data categories: Socio-economic, Agriculture, Land management, Environment, and
Others
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3= Name of data set and data layer: Browse through data sets and sub-categories, and select the
data layer you are interested by ticking the box to the left of the layer title. More than one layer can
be selected, and each selected layer will be displayed in the map window. The order by which the
layers are selected defines the initial order of layers to be displayed in the map window. These can
be re-arranged in the layer management sub-window.
4= The icons to the right of the layer names (4) provide functionalities to download an individual
layer (as shapefile) by clicking or to access information (metadata) of the layer by clicking .
 Note: The downloaded shapefile will have a coded name and no symbology; make sure to change
the file name to describe the contents of the data, and when opened in your GIS software, describe
the data with a meaningful symbology (categories, colors, symbols).

1.2.1.3 Context layers
Context layers include auxiliary overlay data such as Administrative boundaries and settlements,
Road infrastructure, as well as several different types of Basemaps to be used as backgrounds.
Infrastructure:

1= Data types: Through the Context
layers tab, users access the different
context layers available to add to
existing thematic maps.
2= Context layers categories: This
section is organized in three tabs
containing data layers on Boundaries and settlement, Infrastructure, and Basemaps.
3= Name of data set: Select the data set you are interested in or even combine more than one data
set.
4= Download layer (as shapefile) by clicking

or show details (metadata) of the layer by clicking

 the downloaded shapefile will have a coded name and no symbology; make sure to change the
file name and when opened in your GIS software map the data with a meaningful symbology.
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Basemaps:

Use this tab to choose one of the ten available basemaps as background layer.
There are three main types of basemaps:

1- Street maps
2- Satellite imageries, and
3- Topographic/Terrain basemaps
1.2.1.4 Search datasets
In the Search datasets tab, users can search through the datasets available in the Map explorer by
typing key words.
1= Search datasets

2= Search data by typing key words
about the data you are looking for. All
layers matching a provided key word
are listed in the results window.

3= Add the data to the Layer
management resp. viewer or see
metadata about the data.
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1.2.1.5 External data

The External data tab allows users to add external GIS data to the viewer. Users can upload data as
zipped shapefile, csv file or kml file.
Alternatively, users can insert the URL of a map service of other GIS data provider websites.

1.2.2 Layer management and Attribute table
Layers that are selected in the data
selection window are displayed in the
map viewer window. The order in which
the layers are selected defines the initial
order of how the map layers are
displayed on top of each other. Layers
on top cover features of layers below.
Point and line feature layers are typically
displayed on top of polygon layers.
Selected layer(s) can be managed by
clicking the Layer management symbol
(1).

A new sub-window opens, which includes a list of the selected layer(s). The order of the layers in the
list represents the order of layers displayed in the map viewer window. The icons to the right of each
layer name provide functionalities for basic layer management:
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1= Move layer up or down: this moves a
layer further up or down in the list, as well
as in the display of the map viewer window.

2= Via the “…” symbol, the transparency of
a layer can be adjusted. The default is 0% meaning the layer features are fully
covering the below features. The greater
the transparency, the more you can see
through and see layer features below the
one being adjusted. At 100% transparency,
the layer is not visible anymore.
By clicking on “remove layer”, the layer is
removed from the display, and is not
selected in the Data selection window
anymore. This is particularly useful when
several layers are selected from many
different topics and dataset.
On the second level, users can expand the legend (4) of the map layer, enable or disable the feature
pop-ups (3), access the layer’s attribute table, or remove the layer.
The button on the bottom left of the window (5) allows users to remove all layers from the list and
from the map viewer window.

With the “Back” button (6), the layer management sub-window needs to be closed to use layer
selection functionalities again.

For each vector data layer an attribute table is available, accessible through (3).

In the attribute table the data of the selected/active layer(s) are shown in tabular form, allowing the
users to visualize, query, and analyze the data. Thereby are fields saved in columns and all records
are saved in rows. Each field can store a specific type of data, such as a number, date, or text.
For each active layer, a separate attribute table exists. They are listed and accessible in the top row
of the attribute table window (2) (figure below).
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1= Data entries of the attribute table (1 record is selected here in blue)

4= Filter by map extent: Only data shown in the current map extent
are listed in the attribute table

2= Choose/switch attribute table of different active data sets

5= Zoom to selected feature(s) in the map

3= Options: Show all/selected records; Filter; Show/hide columns

6= Clear active selection

7= Refresh the attribute table
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1.3 Viewer
In the map viewer window, the selected and managed geographic data layers are displayed. The
following two figures show the map viewer window without selected data (a) and with an example
of selected data (b):

The map viewer window includes the following elements and functionalities:
1= Map extent: This is the main part of the window, showing the map layers that are selected in the
order by which they were selected in the layer selection window, or as defined in the layer
management tool.
2= Map viewer tools: In the upper left corner of the window, a set of icons provide access to
different tools, each of which is described below *.
3= Search: This search field can be used to search for place names in the map (province, district or
village).
4= Scale and Coordinates: In the lower left of the window, a scale bar provides a reference for
distances, and adjusts depending on the zoom level. Below the scale bar, the geographic coordinates
of the location of the cursor are displayed (“Move mouse to get coordinates” or “Click the map to
get coordinates”).
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* The map viewer tools provide a set of functionalities to work with the content of the map viewer.
The following tools are available:
My Location: show your recent location on the map (needs GPS connection to be exact).
Default extent: Centers the full extent of Laos in the map viewer.
Zoom out: makes the map scale smaller; to get a better overview.
Zoom in: makes the map scale larger; to see more details.
Select: Select parts of your active data (Vector data only); using this tool, the selection can be
done by rectangle, polygon, circle, or line:

1= Select: Choose geometry for your selection tool
2= Select parts of the data by dragging over the map
(rectangle, polygon, circle or line)

3= Clear selection
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4= Make all layers selectable, make all layer unselectable, toggle selectability for all layers

When selected, there are “Selection actions” to choose:

Measurement: This tool allows users to measure distances and areas on the map, or to identify
geographic coordinates of a location. Clicking the button opens a pop-up window with the following
functionalities:
- Area (Acres, Sq Miles, Sq Kilometers, Hectares, etc.): Draw a polygon on the map and receive the
area of the drawn polygon in units which the users can choose in the respective drop-down menu.
- Distance (Miles, Kilometers, etc.): Draw a segment on the map and receive its total length in units
which users can choose in the respective drop-down menu.
- Location (Degree, DMS): Set a point on the map and get the geographic coordinates of that location
in units which users can choose in the respective drop-down menu.
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1.4 Legend
In the legend window, for each layer displayed in the map viewer window, a legend is displayed in
this window. A legend is the visualized explanation of the types of features included in the map
layer, such as symbol style, symbol size, and color.

Examples:
Land cover: Categorized by symbol color

River: Categorized by line symbol width and color
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2 Map analyst

The Map Analyst is an interactive online geographic analysis tool that allows users to search, select
and visualize geographic data and additionally analyze these data in diagrams, charts, and tables for
user-specified areas of interest (AoI).

2.1 Overview of windows
The Map Analyst consists of three main windows: the Data selection, Management and Analysis tool
(1), the Map data viewer (2) and the Analysis and Legend (3):

1= Data selection, Management and Analysis tool 2= Map data viewer 3= Analysis and Legend
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2.2 Data selection, Management and Analysis tool
The Data selection, management and analysis tool
window is arranged in three parts – the two tabs in the
top row are to switch between Analysis tool and External
data (1), the dataset selection in the main window area
(2), as well as the layer management section accessible
through the “layers” button at the bottom right of the
window (3).

1= Analysis Data and External data:
Here, the user can switch between General
Characteristics Data and a sub-window where external
data can be added.

2= Datasets: by clicking on one of the blue arrows, subcategories or sets of geographic data layers become
visible and selectable.

3= Layer management: Via this button, users can access a
sub - window to manage active layers.

2.2.1 Layer selection
The layer selection in the Data selection, Management and Analysis tool work in the same way as in
the Data selection and management window of the Map Explorer.

2.2.2 Layer management and Attribute table
The layer management and attribute table work also in the same way as in the layer management
and attribute table of the Map Explorer.
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2.2.3 External data

The External Data tab allows users to add external GIS data to the viewer. Users can upload data as
zipped shapefile, csv file or kml file.
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2.3 Viewer
The Viewer menu for the Map Analyst tool, the so called General characteristics is the same as in 1.3
Viewer.
There is additional a swipe function to be able to compare two layers in a convenient way. By
clicking on the small button on top left of the viewer, the swipe function becomes activated (1). Here
users can also choose the layer which should be dragged over the subjacent layer. By moving the
grey strip to the left and to the right the selected layers can be compared and visually analyzed.

1= activate the “swipe” tool and select the layer(s) you want to swipe
2= drag the overlying layer to see underlying layer (comparison)
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2.4 Analysis and legend
2.4.1 Analysis
With the Analysis tool data related to Socio-Economic, Land Management & Use, Environment,
Administration, and Infrastructure at a specific AoI can be automatically processed and presented as
diagrams, charts, and tabular data. To switch between the diagrams and charts users need to
“rerun” the Analysis after switching the Analysis tool (3).
At first users need to specify an area of interest (AoI) by:
- Drawing an area of interest directly in the viewer (1), or
- Uploading a zipped shapefile (single polygon only) of your AoI (2),
1= Draw your AoI directly on the map, or alternatively
2= Upload your AoI as a zipped shapefile (single polygon
only, e.g. one district or province)
3= Rerun the data calculation for your AoI
4= View chart on full screen, print chart, or download the
chart as png file, jpeg file, pdf file, or svg file

5= Chart: by moving the mouse over the chart, the data
appears in numbers

6= Additional accumulated data about the AoI

7= Different charts/statistics about your AoI

8= Download the full report about your AoI (Excel file)

9= Download your drawn AoI as shapefile as reference to the full report.

Following table shows the topics and types of the diagrams and charts which are available:
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General characteristics - Analysis
Topic

Type of chart

Topic of chart

Additional info about Aoi
Drag over chart
Total population & Number of villages
Drag over chart
Dependency ratio (%); Young dependency ratio
(%); Elderly dependency ratio (%)

Population by ethnicity

Pie chart

Ethnic composition

Dependency

Stacked bar
chart

Dependents and non-dependents

Migration

Bar chart

Total in- and out- migration as % of total
population

Drag over chart
Net migration rate as % of total population
Drag over chart
Population with access to electricity (%); HHs not
using wood or charcoal as main source of energy
for cooking (%); HHs using piped or bottled water
as main source of drinking water (%)

Energy

Pie chart

Main source of energy used for cooking

Poverty

Bar chart

Village-level poverty rates (%)

Poverty II

Bar chart

Village-level poverty rates (%)

Drag over chart
Number of poor people; Poverty rate (%)
Drag over chart

Literacy

Bar chart

Village-level literacy rates of over 6 years
old (%)

Drag over chart
Literacy rates of over 6 years old (%)

Literacy & education

Bar chart

Village-level literacy rates of over 6 years
old (%)

Relief

Pie chart

Share of areas per slope class

Drag over chart
School attendance among 10 year olds (%); Sex
ratio of literate population
Drag over chart
Mean elevation (m); Min elevation (m); Max
elevation (m)
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2.4.2 Legend
See 1.4 Legend

2.5 Full report
As mentioned in 2.4.1 Analysis a full report can be downloaded. The data in the report is based on
the AoI chosen by the user.
The Introduction tab includes a short explanation and information about the AoI. By clicking on
https://geojson.io a webpage opens where the coordinates of the AoI can be entered (copy and
paste from the report) (1) to view the shape and location of the AoI (2) in an external viewer. All
diagrams, charts and tabular data in the report are based on this AoI.

1= Copied and pasted coordinates of the AoI

2= Shape of the AoI in the external viewer
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1= The two tabs of the report

2= Content window of the report

3 Development indicators

With the Development indicators data from the Population census 2005, Population census 2015,
and Agricultural census 2011 (1) can be queried, selected, explored, and downloaded as tabular and
also as geographic data.
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1= Choose between data sets from:
 Population Census 2005
 Population Census 2015
 Agricultural Census 2011
2= Select your data set by searching or clicking on and select your district.
3= Show your selected data, save as table, save as shapefile, save as file geodatabase.

4 Context of development cooperation

Explore rural development stakeholder activities in the Lao PDR
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5 Map repository

5.1 Population and Housing Census 2005
The user can select, view, share and/or download maps about General demographic characteristics,
Migration, Literacy and education, Health & disabilities, Ethnicity and religion, Economic activities,
and Living conditions of the Population and Housing Census 2005.

5.2 Poverty and Inequality 2005
The user can select, view, share and/or download maps about Poverty and Inequality data of 2005.

5.3 National State Leases and Land Concession Inventory 2010
The user can select, view, share and/or download maps about Characteristics of investments in land,
and Context of investments in land of the National State Leases and Land Concession Inventory
2010.

5.4 Lao Census of Agriculture 2010/2011
The user can select, view, share and/or download maps about Demography, General Environment,
Agriculture General, Agriculture Crops, Agriculture Livestock, Income and household economy,
Communal Infrastructure, Living conditions, and Migration of the Lao Census of Agriculture
2010/2011.

5.5 Atlas of Agriculture in the Lao PDR 1999-2011
The user can select, view, share and/or download maps about National Context, Introduction,
Agricultural Overview, Crops, and Livestock of the Atlas of Agriculture in the Lao PDR 1999-2011.

5.6 Socio-Economic Atlas of the Lao PDR 2015
The user can select, view, share and/or download maps about Introduction, Demography, Migration,
Literacy and education, Health, Ethnicity and religion, Economic activities, Living conditions, and
Poverty and inequality of the Socio-Economic Atlas of the Lao PDR 2015.
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6 Catalogue

In the Data Catalogue users can search or explore data of Agriculture, Environment, Socio-economic,
Land management, Private and public businesses, Development cooperation, Boundaries, or
Infrastructure. Using the search function by typing keywords or by clicking on one of the buttons.

7 Publications
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Under Publications the user can view and/or download several publications of CDE – Laos as ebooks
such as Socio-Economic Atlas of the Lao PDR 2015, Atlas of Agriculture of the Lao PDR 2011, SocioEconomic Atlas of the Lao PDR 2005, Land Leases and Concessions in the Lao PDR: A Characterization
of Investments in Land and their Impacts, Stakeholder mapping in agriculture and rural development
sector, Assessing land investment quality: a methodology to assess the quality of land concessions
and leases in the Lao PDR, Where are the Poor? Lao PDR 2015 Census-based Poverty Maps, Is
Economic Growth Increasing Disparities? A Multidimensional Analysis of Poverty in the Lao PDR,
Concessions and Leases in the Lao PDR, The Geography of Poverty and Inequality in the Lao PDR,
Thematic posters based on village-level data from the Population and Housing Censuses 2005 &
2015, Poster maps on village-level infrastructure based on information from the Population and
Housing Censuses 2005 & 2015, Fact Sheets on Land Concessions, Creating Spaces to Improve
Science–Policy Exchange in the Lao PDR, Land concessions and leases in the Lao PDR, Targeting
poverty in the Lao PDR, and Summary tabulations.
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